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Monday 26th April 2021 

 

I hope that you all enjoyed the sunshine over the weekend and managed to spend some 

relaxing moments as a family.  Apologies for only uploading our weekly challenge today … it is 

now on Tapestry though so please have a look when you get a moment. 

This week we are going to be learning about spiders.  Is having 8 legs better than our 2?!  We 

will share fiction and non-fiction books, encouraging the children to find out new information, 

learn new words and have a go at recording it in their own way.  We are also creating our own 

non-fiction minibeast books and using our writing toolkits too. 

In maths we are focusing on numbers 11-20; counting accurately, numeral recognition, 

knowing what each digit represents in these numbers and creating them on tens frames too.  

We are using our new Numbersense programme in school which is explained more thoroughly 

in our weekly challenge on Tapestry. 

This week the children will also take part in a guided reading session.  This half term we are 

going to share the story ‘The Very Busy Spider’ by Eric Carle and focus on learning different 

reading skills each week.  ‘Tommy Tracker’ reminds us to point to each word as we read.  Have 

a look at the information sheet included for more information on this. 

Our active mile continues to be on a Friday but we do do PE every day so children are welcome 

to come to school in sporty bottoms and trainers each day to school. 

 

I hope that you all have a great week.  Please get in touch if you have any queries or concerns. 

 

With kind regards, 

 

 

Mrs Warren 
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